Bush: Break oil dependence

WASHINGTON — A politically weakened President Bush declared Tuesday night that America must break its long dependence on Middle East oil and reduced its oil strategy to an appropriate war in Iraq.

“America is addicted to oil, which is often imported from unstable parts of the world,” Bush said as he sought to drive the election-year agenda in his annual State of the Union address.

Rejecting calls for the withdrawal of troops from Iraq, Bush said,

“BUSH QUOTES FROM STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH
Every step toward freedom in the world makes our country safer, and so we will act boldly in freedom’s cause.”

“Our enemies and our friends can be certain: The United States will not retreat from the world, and we will never surrender to evil.”

“Here we have a serious problem America is addicted to oil, which is often imported from unstable parts of the world.”

“Hindsight alone is not wisdom,” Bush said. “And second-guessing is not a strategy.”

In an unexpected moment, anti-war activist Cindy Sheehan, the mother of a fallen soldier in Iraq, was taken into custody by police in the House gallery just before Bush spoke to a joint session of Congress.

She was escorted from the visitors’ gallery after she caused a disruption, a Capitol police official said.

With Congress facing midterm elections in November, there was a partisan mood in the chamber. Democrats stood and cheered when Bush said that Congress did not act a year ago “in my proposal to save Social Security.”

Bush got a bemused look on his face, shook his finger, and continued, “yet the rising cost of corn is a problem that is not going away.”


DANCE MARATHON
In the spirit of Dance Marathon, the DI will run a story every day this week depicting the life of a different family affected by cancer. The organization will hold its big event on Feb. 3 and 4 from 7 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the IMU second-floor ballroom.

COMING BACK FROM LEUKEMIA
Three-year-old Chance Moen rests in his hospital bed while mother Jamie Moen picks up toys and stuffed animals in the UIHC pediatric bone marrow unit on Jan. 26.


A gift of bone marrow from a little brother gives a family new hope

BY SUSAN ELGIN

The sight of her two sons laughing and playing together with action figures, Candy Lord, and Batman toys is reason enough to make Jamie Moen smile.

“They’re built-in friends,” said the mother of Chance, 5, and Gabriel, 2. “Chance is the quiet one, and Gabriel’s the monkey.”

Chance is older, but Gabe has been able to care for his brother in a unique way: donating him bone marrow.

Chance — one of the children UI Dance Marathon serves — has been battling cancer since February 2005, and he is recovering from a bone-marrow transplant he had seven weeks ago.

“We’re so lucky it’s the family,” Moen said. “The doctors said it was less than a 25 percent chance.”

Nearly a year ago, Chanoos began having “beware” in his legs and elbows that would keep him from sleeping through the night and play- ing with his toys.

At first, his family chalked it up to growing pains, but the pain never went away.

The Daily Iowan
The House will vote on the proposal today. President Bush is expected to sign the bill if it passes. If it does, the grants would help many students.

Some senators proposed the bill because of increasing concern that China and India would become the dominant economies of the world, said UI student financial aid.

Pell Grants.

The UI College of Engineering, which already participates in the program, has also expressed support of the bill.

President Bush is expected to sign the bill if it passes. If it does, the grants would help many students.

Some senators proposed the bill because of increasing concern that China and India would become the dominant economies of the world, said UI student financial aid.

Pell Grants.
Securty high in Bentley trial

These cases usually involve people who don’t like each other very much and it’s just a way to ensure both parties are safe.”

By Meghan V. Malloy

Roger Paul Bentley looked like any other person in the Scott County Courthouse Tuesday afternoon. But the 35-year-old man, who was convicted of kidnapping and killing 10-year-old Jetheta Gage Tuesday, was wearing something not so obvious — a belt that could cause him to lose control over his muscles.

Johnson County Sheriff Lonny Pulkrabek described the security measure as an “electronic muscular device,” a belt worn under the clothing that works similar to a stun gun.

“We use it for our highest-profile cases,” Pulkrabek said. Two deputies from Johnson County stood watch over Bentley, holding a remote control to activate the belt in case he tried to flee.

If used, the electric voltage would cause the wearer to “immediately fall to the ground and lose all control of his muscles,” Pulkrabek said.

Roger Paul Bentley walks into the courtroom for closing arguments in his kidnapping and murder trial on Tuesday in Davenport.

The resolution is similar to those passed by the UI Faculty Senate and Staff Council, and it’s come in response to a regent’s suggestion that the search panel be regent-led.

“The Board of Regents has the right to do whatever it wants,” he said, adding that UISG cannot demand that Regents follow any course of action.

In a move that breaks with tradition, at least at the UI, the regents’ president pro tem has said someone from the Board would lead the committee to find a new UI president.

“By doing so, there’s an expectation that the next UI president, David Skorton, will listen to the community,” said UI President Bruce Harreld.

“The resolution passed by UISG indicates a high level of concern by the students, faculty, and staff members,” Harreld said.

Two members of the search panel, UI Faculty Senate and Staff Council members, were initially appointed by the board.

A higher number of students should be invited to participate, said some faculty and staff members.

“Leadership on the Board of Regents needs to take students, faculty, and staff into account to make really good decisions,” UISG President Lauren McCarthy said.

UI President Bruce Harreld said that if UISG … cropped out by the photo...
**Jury unanimously finds Bentley guilty**

It took only two hours for the 12 jurors to convict Roger Bentley, who will receive two life sentences.

**GUILTY CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A**

"As a matter of fact, if there were just one of these [matchsticks], it would be enough to establish his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt," he told jurors.

Defense attorney Peter Persaud, however, presented an alternative scenario, trying to demonstrate that there were holes in the prosecution's story.

Because Jetseta's DNA was not found in Bentley's truck and his fingerprints were not identifiable on the bag around her head, the possibility existed that another person may have been involved in the kidnapping and murder of Jetseta, he argued.

Although officials found Bentley covered in Jetseta's blood and later found seminal fluid in the girl's body, Persaud postulated that his client could have performed necromantic rituals on the body after another suspect killed the Cedar Rapids girl.

Jetseta didn't die of the blood that was on Roger Bentley's pants, Persaud said. He told the jurors, "You may think that Roger Bentley is evil. You may hate him. You may despise him. That's OK. Personal feelings about a case have performed necromantic rituals on the body after another suspect killed the Cedar Rapids girl.

Jetseta didn't die of the blood that was on Roger Bentley's pants, Persaud said. He told the jurors, "You may think that Roger Bentley is evil. You may hate him. You may despise him. That's OK. Personal feelings about a case make an impact."
Susan Elgin

Switching gears, Bush asked lawmakers to join him in naming a commission to examine the impact of baby-buzz retirements in Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid spending.

He declared that the “state of our union is strong” despite America’s anxiety about the war in Iraq, the economy, and unhappy about the administration’s policies — all of which, he said, would be alleviated if the Iraq war were to end.

Bush called for increased federal research to develop new fuels aside from wood chips, which he \touched by the Dance Marathon.

Jamie Moen of Davenport checks on her oldest son, Chance, 3, at the pediatric bone marrow unit of the UIC. After receiving chemotherapy and a bone-marrow transplant, Chance is no longer confined to his bed and visits individual preschool every day.

“Of all ethical practical and competitive within six years, the president addressed the Greenspan after 18 1/2 years in charge. He was swarmed by lawmakers to join him in naming a commission to examine the impact of baby-buzz retirements in Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid spending.

He declared that the “state of our union is strong” despite America’s anxiety about the war in Iraq, the economy, and unhappy about the administration’s policies — all of which, he said, would be alleviated if the Iraq war were to end.

Bush called for increased federal research to develop new fuels aside from wood chips, which he...
Eminent-domain plans sensible

In the wake of Kelo v. City of New London, the U.S. Supreme Court ruling concerning government’s right to take private property, Iowa lawmakers quickly called for legislation to limit the use of eminent domain in the state, and several such bills were introduced in the House and Senate last week.

The court determined that the use of eminent domain is not limited to traditionally public purposes such as roads and schools, but it can also be invoked to encourage economic development, even if that development involves exploiting private property with private businesses. Although eminent domain is usually used with discretion, this decision is a worrying threat to property rights in the United States. The state lawmakers’ action is welcome to address current inequities in current law.

The central purpose of the proposed bills is not to eliminate eminent domain but to more clearly define such terms as “public use” and “public improvement.” The bills define cities and counties from buying more easily to make room for businesses that will increase tax revenues or employment opportunities. An exception allows governments to use eminent domain to eliminate “slum and blight,” in which case acquired property can be rented to low-income residents or used for new development projects. They also stipulate that the “acquiring agency” the government, must prove that there is no alternative.

Many city officials and developers worry, however, because eminent domain is used, saying that the city is for such things as street improvements and other public projects, the proposed additional restrictions could limit the city’s ability to promote economic development. In Iowa City, for instance, has been used for projects such as urban renewal in the 1970s and for the expropriation of the Motown Plant. Because most officials do not disagree and take the concerns of residents into account before confiscating property for public projects, Iowa has yet to see an instance of eminent domain that triggers a public uproar.

However, because eminent domain is so frequently used, and in the light of the Supreme Court’s recent decision, clearer regulations are essential. After all, Iowa’s current eminent domain laws are somewhat vague—they simply give the government the right to seize property “for public purposes which are reasonable and necessary.” Under this wording, city officials could argue that a multimillion-dollar shopping mall would serve the general public better than a housing development, or a hotel could produce more tax revenue than a car service.

As communities across the state struggle to reverse slipping economies and dwindling populations, eminent domain will no doubt be increasingly used as a tool of municipal governments. When it comes to protecting private property rights, we must err on the side of caution. A new law would prevent this from happening, while at the same time still permitting economic development in dilapidated areas.
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Creating a new style of moving

**ARTS & CULTURE**

**NOT SO BOLD, NOT SO BRAVE**

**BY ERIEK FARKASH**

Will Oldham, perhaps best known for his performance as Chicago singer-songwriter John Taylor in John Sayler 1997 movie *Mississippi Burning*, is a musician, poet, and singer who hides behind the pseudonym *Will Oldham*. His music is recorded as a backwoods rock persona, the singer performing in cover songs.

He’s a part-time brilliant writer of AC/DC’s “Big Balls” on Guorpora, Oldham (a.k.a. Bonnie Prince Billy) later released an entire album of songs with the words “bonnie prince.”

Oldham is recruiting a stable of session musicians to record Nashville country versions of his writing. One issued was the Palace Brothers' (Bonnie Prince Billy) Rites Greatly Pulled Music.

After earning himself a niche with the deposing, left country of Van Vloethe, the Brown Student University spent much of the last decade failing around, abandoning the “Pulse” moniker in favor of “Will Oldham,” and later issuing recordings as the Bonnie Prince Billy Through it all, his songwriting has taken a nono, never allowing the Palace Brothers to last three Palace Records.

Oldham’s first collaboration with Bjork was initially met with some hesitancy. Oldham has joined Tortoise on the Brave and the Bold's album *Overduo* (2000), *10 radical reinterpretations of other people's music*. A culture of Oldham's music is perfect for many godfathers, however, the lyrics are a little too intimidating.

The cover songs. Oldham is famous for his use of other people’s songs. It’s an essential oeuvre making him one of America’s top 10 songwriters. Any chance we get to meditate on something.

**CD REVIEW**

**Tortoise and Bonnie Prince Billy**

The Brave and the Bold

**Is Paris Hilton burning?**

*By use of an open mind in place of the original dressing gowns.*

**Tortoise turns Lungsphere’s “Love is Love” into a ‘70s Europop extravaganza.** The Brave and the Bold is the most intentional instrument, but it’s the best songwriting Oldham is doing on the band’s keyboards is a studio band that relies extensively on the computer to create its sound. Oldham's songs aren't as hit-friendly as the other band's, but Oldham makes the song live.

**American Dream. Take notice:** Though unorthodox, the songwriting Oldham gives us the illusion of moral superhumanity. We’ve never met her, nor has she ever commit- ted a sin of our private lives, or about being Western or Eastern. As we’re exploring the unknown, I’m looking for a new way to communicate.

**commentary**

**Is Paris Hilton burning?**

**BY DAVID FRANK**

*The Daily Iowan* (2/1/06)

Paris Hilton’s so-called Paris Hilton as a deity who continues to be the butt of jokes whether by name of Dase, Benjamin Franklin, Madonna, or even Paris Hilton, the happiest life. Being beautiful will taste faster. Vie will be enjoyable.

We see those suffering from the delusion that Ms. Hilton is only the self-centered skunkass of the million dollar upbringing. The weightless, non-vegetable, non-fluid person around an end- less catwalk of nightclubs.

No doubt, the woman Jenkins often, after all, it is her assigned mission from the Long-Bored Mac Daddy of the cosmos. Showing that Ms. Hilton is out there partying for all the wrong reasons. Ms. Hilton is busy with work, and “Dancing with the Stars” should hurt your heart. Ms. Hilton struggles relentlessly to focus on the world, and she’s been one of the most committed citizens evacuating from the television show, “The Simple Life”, one of the most sensuous and exciting shows on television. As it claims the hearthbreaking ordeal of Ms. Hilton and friends casting light on our burden: the 9-5 stare for the lost souls drift- ing aimlessly through these anxious times.

The tortoise is a courting success through massive sex appeal and minimum talent. Ms. Hilton embodies the can-do-without-effort spirit of the modern American Dream. Take notice: We can follow this triumphant long as we’re equipped with pearly breasts, an ace head of hair, and the protection of a paltry $28 million in cash.

However, the optimism Ms. Hilton gushes seeps much deeper into the American soul. It would bumpудя with a knock-kneed-dragging new-age music for 20-some- thing hipsters who wouldn’t be caught dead listening to new-age music for 20-some- thing hipsters who wouldn’t be caught dead listening to new-age music. Although we’ve sometimes outnumbered the rich, beautiful, and undeniably false Ms. Hilton has a special place in our hearts.

Oh yes, one day soon, the Catholic Church will canon- ize Ms. Hilton as its Mater Stain of Pink Versace. Churlish for she has proved herself morally prudent by indulging in her own overstate- ment of respect in the fight for humanity’s self-esteem.

It’s a $380,000 dress on Paris Hilton’s chest is at least $380,000.

Is Paris Hilton burning? Top 100/2006

*The Daily Iowan* (2/1/06)
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WASHINGTON — Samuel Alito took his place on the Supreme Court Tuesday after being confirmed as the nation's 110th justice.

The 58-42 Senate vote was largely along party lines as Democrats registered overwhelming opposition to President Bush's campaign to give the judiciary a more conservative cast.

Bush's campaign to give the Supreme Court a new course began when O'Connor said she would not be reliable enough on issues such as abortion and the death penalty to replace her, turning to an appeals-court judge with unchallenged conservative credentials.

O'Connor died before the Senate could confirm her, turning to an appeals-court judge with unchallenged conservative credentials.

Alito graduated from Princeton University, then Yale Law School, then clerked for Judge Robert Bork and Associate Justice Antonin Scalia before President Bush picked him to replace O'Connor on the Supreme Court.

The two men are among the most conservative members of the nine-member court.

Bush began when O'Connor announced she would retire, signaling the first change on the court in a dozen years.

Bush named Roberts to replace her, but Rehnquist died before the Senate could hold hearings. The position was quickly filled with the confirmation of John Roberts.

Roberts was confirmed on a 78-22 vote by the Senate on Monday after the House overwhelmingly approved him.

In this image released by the White House, President Bush shakes hands with Judge Samuel Alito in the White House on Tuesday after the Senate voted to confirm the judge as the 110th justice of the Supreme Court.

Alito is seen by Democrats and liberal interest groups as one conservative justice and equal opportunity," the march of progress toward the Constitution and laws that serve no purpose other than to make an atomic warhead, because(factory)
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The order to proceed was not endorsed by the Senate or the White House, which has been pressuring the administration to stop the program.
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IOWA BASKETBALL

the only one of the four Tournament in April. Winn was the final weekend of the NCAA 23rd-ranked Hawkeyes to reach Kohl Center, where Illinois is the beat Wisconsin on Tuesday night.

second while turning a three-point 3s in the first 4 1/2 minutes of the game behind Southern Illinois. The Panthers, who until this week had never been ranked in the national ratings with a victory on Jan. 28. "[Purdue head coach] Matt [Painter] has really got the squad to begin work at 6 a.m. and leave school at 6 p.m. He laughed when asked if everyone on the team had a part-time job.

The four come in with all seeds and back-courts broken.
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Iowa opens Ohio door

'Arvell is an excellent QB. I think he's one of the best QBs in the country. I think he was overlooked, and underrated, because people don't look at Glenville at QB.'

Ginn Sr. said. "I think he's one of the best QBs in the country. I think he was overlooked, and underrated, because people don't look at Glenville at QB."

"They've been pretty good at holding teams to not many points, especially down low, especially in conference play, where he is averaging 14.5 points and 10.1 rebounds a game, and he will be joined by freshman forward Eric Emmerson and Doug Thomas in the post."

"Arvell is an excellent QB," the high-school senior said. "Other schools don't have to deal with him."

"And the Tarheels focus on ball control, and the turning off play in the form of defensive offices."

"They're not merely fast — they're not merely fast — they're not merely fast — they're not merely fast — they're not merely fast."

"Another road win would be another test for Erek Hansen and made up ground quickly."

"It's an odd thing, because you had to go through that, but guys are still looking forward to getting on the field before the other."

"There are three other guys with San Antonio for the best of the Ferentz era, which went back to 1999."

"They have the speed to go, and to come to play every day no matter where we're playing or whom we're playing, we just have to come ready."
HAVE YOU SUBLET YOUR APARTMENT FOR THE SUMMER YET?

Don’t Delay—Call Today! 335-5784 or 335-5785

EFFICIENCY / ONE BEDROOM

Two bedroom luxury units

Close to UIUC, Hey<br>9 1/2 block. A/C<br>Appliances<br>Relocation<br>free move. No<br>application fee. P<br>arking<br>same price 1968<br>sq.ft., three<br>bedrooms, 2-1/2<br>bathrooms, 2 pair<br>kitchens, 4<br>bathrooms, 2 pair<br>kitchen appliances and W/D, <br>off-street parking. 8/1/06. (319)338-6768.

TWO BEDROOM

THREE, FOUR, FIVE BEDROOM

DUPLEX FOR RENT

Condos for sale in newer east side neighbor-<br>hood. 2 bedrooms, fireside screened porch, breakfast bar and dining area, 2 car<br>detached garage, all appliances including washer/dryer. Immediate possession. Call Stephanie Limburs at (319)658-0357 or (319)524-8088.

FIELD HOUSE


FOR SALE

1220/1222 East Burlington

RENT TO OWN!

LOCATED NEAR UI CAMPUSES WITH 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 BEDROOMS. ONE TO FIVE MONTHS LEASE AVAILABLE. CALL (319)936-2184 FOR SHOWINGS.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1024 8th St., Coralville

2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. Large five bedroom, 4-1/2 bath-<br>room. $3800/ month plus utilities. W/D hook-ups, parking, sub-<br>leased from $375- $750. (319)338-6768.

FOR SALE

2861 Coral Court, Coralville

Like new in shore condition. Top floor, sunny south and west orientation, 2 balconies, fireplace, all appliances, secure garage, large deck, etc. Quiet, no traffic. Convenient, location one mile north of Coral Ridge Mall. Extraordinary, well maintained and clean. In-<br>terior is perfect. Rent $3600/ month plus utilities. www3.alwaya.com or call L. O. owner at 620-621-9505.
GET IN THE DO!!

Are you going to watch the Super Bowl next Sunday? We’d love to see you in our parking lot watching the game. If you are interested contact Alex Long at 319-335-0663 or Alex.long676@uiowa.edu.

Do you want to pay for her or his tuition? We’d love to meet you. Send an e-mail to daily-iowan@uiowa.edu at least two days in advance.

DILBERT®

by Scott Adams

www.dailyiowan.com

DAILY SPORTS

SPORTS

MP3s • Baggage Check
• Adult Behavior
What I Needed.
Everything’s Terrible
• Hunting About
Hunting
• Stittin’ Out
Stittin’ Out
• With A Dollar Sign
• Gold Dust vs. State of Hawaii
• Greedy House
– Red Hot Chili Peppers
• Interject with light lyrics
– Eliza Jane
• Interject with independent line
– John Parr
EXTRAS • One day every Tuesday!
– DVD capsules
• Movie news
• Podcasts

horoscopes

Wednesday, February 1, 2006 — by Eugenio Lest

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Very little will be out in the open. Keep your wishes well hidden, and keep an eye on your possessions, as something could slip away. Others could feel as possible so that one can eat you down or complain.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Start making necessary changes, but don’t be afraid of anything you can do, and you will be able to accomplish so much more. A new partnership will be key, but be sure you won’t step into getting to know this person better.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): An older individual can have a profound effect on you today, especially in your future plans. Emotional matters will only get in the way as dis- covery of what you truly capable of doing. Be totally professional and straightforward.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): There is plenty happening around you. You won’t respond accordingly. Communication is key for a project that stretches beyond today. But if you are single, you’ll meet someone new. Be careful if traveling.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Start making necessary changes, but don’t be afraid of anything you can do, and you will be able to accomplish so much more. A partnership will be key, and you won’t step into getting to know this person better.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Open up new doors that will lead to a more challenging and interesting future. Learning something new will help you determine what you really enjoy. Don’t rush into decisions with someone after a mere knowledge of what you’ve done. A love connection looks promising. Leave some time for intimacy in the evening hours.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Everything is about to change and the chance to marry into what you want to do is apparent. This will be an attractive interest to those who are trying to accomplish. Don’t let your emotions interfere with what you are trying to accomplish.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You can come up with your game plan, and doing things, will win more on the future of your life. Have a good time with someone you’re with and always try something new.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Stock up on what you want, and don’t try to be people that you know more. Set up new ideas, thinking about or taking too much. This will help you determine what you’re truly capable of doing. Be totally professional and straightforward.

PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): You won’t be able to keep your money in a safe place, and don’t expect anything for nothing.

TV schedule

Campus channel 4, cable channel 17

3 p.m. "Live from Prairie Lights"
4 p.m. Public TV Report
4 p.m. Next Week in Productions
7:15 p.m. Sports Report
8 p.m. "Dancing With The Stars"
10:15 p.m. "The Daily Iowan Daily News Update"
11 p.m. "Live from Prairie Lights"

For complete TV listings and program guide, check out Arts and Entertainment at www.dailyiowan.com.

TV spots

http://www.dailyiowan.com

www.prairieimages.com

on the web

look for the daily iowan throughout the day for more coverage
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